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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that the ancient Chinese people on Tchi‟n era utilized „The 

thousand character essay‟. This book was called in Korea „Tcheonzamun‟. This time, the poem of (Tcheonzamun 513th-

528th) was studied for the work of translation. And the title of this work is „I am lucky, because I have three sisters and  a 

brother at home! (Hyeongze Maneun Zibe Saneun Zaemi!)‟ The present researcher translated three times on the different 

method. <Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet)> 513-

516 世 (Se) 祿(Log) 侈(Tchi) 富(Bu). The husband, do you think that a lot of money (富) is necessary (侈) for the good 

behavior or the favorable act (祿) to your wife (世)? 517-520 車(Tcha) 駕(Ga) 肥(Bi) 輕(Gyeong). No, it is not so! Dear 

husband, if you want your wife (車) to do good (駕) for you, you have to treat (肥) your wife properly (輕). In this way, 

when you want your wife to help you (車駕), the work will become advantage for your wife herself (肥輕)! 

Keywords: „The thousand character essay‟, This book was called in Korea „Tcheonzamun‟, the poem of 

(Tcheonzamun 513th-528th) was studied, the title of this work is „I am lucky, because I have three sisters and a brother at 

home! (Hyeongze Maneun Zibe Saneun Zaemi!)‟, in this way, when you want your wife to help you (車駕), the work 

will become advantage for your wife herself (肥輕)! 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that the ancient Chinese people on Tchi‟n era utilized „The thousand 

character essay‟. This book was called in Korea „Tcheonzamun‟. This ancient Chinese people used „Tcheonzamun‟ as a 

textbook in order to instruct their children about Chinese character. Park et al. (2021a) and Park et al. (2021b) have tried 

to translate several poems in Tcheonzamun. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Park et al. (2021a) and Park et al. (2021b) found that „The thousand character essay (Tcheonzamun in Korean 

language)‟ was composed of 62 or 63 poems. And they found that each poem is consisted of 16 letters. This time, the 

poem of (Tcheonzamun 513th-528th) was studied for the work of translation. There are two methods for the present 

researcher for the work. One is through the meaning of Chinese character, and the other is through Korean pronunciation 

of Chinese characters of the Tcheonzamun poem. On the present study, the method through the meaning of Chinese 

character was taken for the translation. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The range of this study in „The thousand character essay‟ (in Korea, this book is called as Tcheonzamun) was 

(Tcheonzamun 513th-528th). And the title of this work is „I am lucky, because I have three sisters and a brother at home! 

(Hyeongze Maneun Zibe Saneun Zaemi!)‟ The present researcher translated three times on the different method. And the 

next is the result of these three ways of translation. 

 

This is the first way of translation, and it is only for the four letters.  

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet). 

 

521-524 策(Tchaeg) 功(Gong) 茂(Mu) 實(Sil). 

If you want to do your best (功), and if you try hard (策). You can obtain a lot of fruits (實) and the good result (

茂). 

 

The reader of this paragraph will think that the translation is not bad. The reader thanks that it is good. And this 

is the second way of translation. On the other while, this translation is done for all of the 16 letters (Tcheonzamun 513th-

528th). 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet). 

 

513-516 世 (Se) 祿(Log) 侈(Tchi) 富(Bu) 

The wealth in the world (世祿) is (侈) money (富). 

 

For the first line of this poem, the translation is not bad. It‟s good for a translation. 

 

517-520 車 (Tcha) 駕(Ga) 肥(Bi) 輕(Gyeong) 

The wheel of the car (車駕) is (肥) light, not heavy (輕). 

 

For the second line of this poem, this translation is also good, not bad. 

 

521-524 策 (Tchaeg) 功 (Gong) 茂(Mu) 實(Sil). 

 

The thing which makes someone joyful (策功), it is (茂) the fruit (實) of the work! For the third line of the 

poem, the translation it‟s very nice! The reader soon understands “If there is good result, one can be happy!” 

 

525-528 勒 (Leug) 碑(Bi) 刻(Gag) 銘(Myeong) 

There is (刻) a record of the good man or of the good woman (銘), and it is written on the big stone (勒碑).  For 

the fourth line of this poem (Tcheonzamun 513th-528th), it‟s good. The reader can understand this translation soon. 

Therefore, the translation of this is good. 

 

But for all the four lines, the reader cannot understand well. This is the big problem of translation of 

Tcheonzamun until now. So the researchers including the present researcher (Park et al., 2021a; Park et al., 2021b) tried 

to translate the poem differently.  

 

And the next is the third way of translation. 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet). 

 

513-516 世 (Se) 祿 (Log) 侈(Tchi) 富(Bu) 

 

The husband, do you think that a lot of money (富) is necessary (侈) for the good behavior or the favorable act (

祿) to your wife (世)? 
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517-520 車 (Tcha) 駕 (Ga) 肥(Bi) 輕(Gyeong) 

No, it is not so! Dear husband, if you want your wife (車) to do well (駕) for you, you have to treat (肥) your 

wife properly (輕). In this way, when you want your wife to help you (車駕), the work will become advantage for your 

wife herself (肥輕)! 

 

521-524 策(Tchaeg) 功(Gong) 茂(Mu) 實(Sil) 

 

If I Augustin really wants to do (策) such favorable works (功) to my wife Hyeonhi, I come to prepare the fruit (

實) of my good acts much. And I provide such fruits to grow well (茂). 

 

525-528 勒 (Leug) 碑(Bi) 刻(Gag) 銘(Myeong 

If we -Hyeonhi Regina (my wife) and Sangdeog Augustin (me)- are going to have (刻) good critics (銘) from 

our neighbors, the husband (me Augustin) must get out of the state of this selfishness. Augustin used to cry to Hyeonhi “I 

am right! You are wrong!” I have to escape from such a mental bridle (勒) of me. I really hope to bury the attitude even 

under the soil (碑)! 
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